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ABSTRACT:
One of the basic needs in the planning of water resources is prediction of
water amount for agricultural, industrial and urban consumption. Thus, it is required
to predict the water capability of each region at different time intervals for efficient
planning via reliable and suitable methods. Probable analyses are useful methods to
recognize and predict some phenomenon including precipitation. One of the methods
commonly used is Markov chain. Markov chain is a special state of models in which
the current state of a system depends upon its previous states. The present study
studied the frequency and persistence of rainy days in Shiraz city, Iran by the existing
statistics of the daily precipitation of 62 years (1956-2016) meteorology stations in
Shiraz city using Markov chain model. In this study, due to a few numbers of daily
precipitations in June to September days, these months are not considered. The daily
precipitation data are ordered based on the frequency matrix of the state change of
occurrence of dry and wet days and transition matrix is calculated based on the
maximum likelihood method. In the present study, by exact statistical methods, the
suitable order of Markov chain is determined and applied. The stationary probability
matrices and return period of persistence of rainfall days (2-5 days) were calculated
for the mentioned months. The results showed that precipitation occurrence
probability in each day was 0.164 and the probability of precipitation non-occurrence
was 0.836. Also, it was shown that the highest occurrence probability of precipitation
days was in January and February and it was observed that precipitation in Shiraz city
had heterogeneous time distribution.
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INTRODUCTION

approximate of natural rainfall process (Khanal and

The increase or reduction of rainfall increasing

Hamrick, 1971). Prediction is possible if there is infor-

flood risk and drought compared to the normal condi-

mation about their past. For example, prediction of the

tion has different socio-economic outcomes. Thus, the

precipitation amount is possible if we are aware of the

awareness of probability distribution of rainfall has pro-

features of past precipitation (Yusefi et al., 2007).

vided a good ground for the planning of water resources

The prediction of climatic phenomena is possi-

(Yusefi et al., 2007). Precipitation as one of the basic

ble by two methods viz., dynamic and statistic. The dy-

effective variables on water resources in Iran has unbal-

namic models are based on physical rules. The exact

anced time and place distribution. The temporal and

recognition of these rules as associated with three phas-

spatial variability of precipitation is of great importance

es such as solid, liquid and steam and energy exchange

in the evaluation of water resources of basin and the

between these three phases and application of these

relative study of local and regional water resources

rules are encountered with special problems at real time.

(Mirmoosavi and Zohrevandi, 2011). One of the basic

Another set of prediction models are statistical models

requirements in the planning of water resources is the

and not considering the physics of the investigated phe-

prediction of water amount for agricultural, industrial

nomenon explicitly and emphasize only on determining

and urban consumption. Thus, it is required to predict

the relationship between inputs and outputs. These mod-

the water strength of each region for different time

els are better than the previous models in terms of easy

phases for efficient planning via suitable and reliable

use. Although it is generally accepted that the results of

methods (Razie et al., 2003). As Iran is located in the

dynamic models are preferred to the statistical models,

arid and semi-arid climate, the long-term prediction of

this proposition is not true always and its recognition

precipitation is of great importance for planning and

depends upon the recognition of the relevant physical

management of water resources. The decision makers of

rules, model explanation and its separation power. Thus,

water resources need the reliable prediction for manage-

using the second group models is unavoidable in some

rial decisions (Sedaghatkerdar and Fatahi, 2008).

cases (Akan and Houghtalen, 2003).

A stochastic process is a collection of random

To calculate the chance of rainfall even occur-

variables indexed by time. „Xt‟ variable is performed

rence, it is required to use a suitable probability model.

over time „t‟ in „T‟ range. The collection of „T‟ is in-

For example, time series methods namely Markov chain

dexed collection. Stochastic process is considered as

method are the most suitable and applied methods of

discrete or continuous time (dependent upon „T‟). The

statistical prediction in climatic science and the proba-

value given to „X(t)‟ is called process state. The collec-

bility methods have been considered in different re-

tion of values in which all values of „X(t)‟ are placed is

searches in recent years. Gabrieal and Neumann (1962)

called space of states. The observed rainfall in a point is

is a pioneer using Markov chain model to evaluate the

a hydrological process as registered continuously. The

features of daily rainfall occurrence. They showed that

analysis is performed by transforming the continuous

the daily rainfall occurrence of Tel Aviv and had the

process to a discrete process with „∆t‟ interval. A real

features of two-state first order Markov-chain. It means

value function as defined on the space of a sample is

that there is a correlation between the precipitation oc-

called random variable. The description of the daily

currences of today with the underlying conditions of

rainfall value as a discrete variable is satisfactory if the

yesterday. The present study attempts to use Markov

registered daily values are considered but it is only an

method to estimate the probabilities of precipitation
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defined in determining system state by this model including: 1- System state at definite time, 2- The probabilities of special state change to other possible states as
called transition probabilities. The models of Markov
chain have two advantages: First, the predictions exist
immediately after the observations, as they use the local
weather data as predictors. Second, after processing
climatology data, the minimum calculations are required. The order of Markov chain is the number of
steps of the past time upon which the current condition
of the chain depends. It is attempted to use Markov
chains with lower orders as at first, there are a few parameters to be estimated and better estimations are
Figure 1. Location of Shiraz city in Iran

achieved. Second, the next use of fitted model is simpler

occurrence and finally their prediction for future.

to calculate other quantities (e.g. the probabilities of
long dry periods) (Dash, 2012).
Nth order Markov chain model for a discrete

MATERIALS AND METHODS

stochastic process [Xt, t=0, 1, 2,…] is written mathe-

Area of the study
Shiraz is located at the central of Fars province
(in south of Iran), in the mountainous region of Zagros
with mild climate. Shiraz is located at 29° north and 52°
east and its altitude from the sea level is ranging from
1480 to 1670m at different areas of the city (Figure 1).
The maximum absolute temperature is 43.2 and its minimum absolute temperature is -14.4. The mean annual

matically (Khanal and Hamrick, 1971)

PrX t  X t / X t 1  X t 1 ,... , X1  X1 
=

(2)

PrX t  X t / X t 1  X t 1,... , X t  N  X t  N 

For all
X1 , X 2 , ... , X t  وt  N  1, N  2, .....

temperature is 18 and the mean annual rainfall of Shiraz

First order Markov chain model for N=1 is written as

city is 337.8mm.

follows:
Pr X t  X t / X t 1...... , X 1 ,  X 1 

Markov process
Markov (Russian mathematician) presented this

= Pr X t  X t / X t 1  X t 1 

(3)

hypothesis and the output of the required test is only
dependent upon the output of the previous test. In other
words:

If Xt-1-=i, Xt=j, then the system has the condition change from condition “i” to “j” in tth stage. The

P(Ak+1|Ak,Ak-1,…,A1) = P(Ak+1|Ak)

(1)

probabilities of change of different conditions as oc-

This hypothesis leads to the formulation of clas-

curred are called transition probability and is written as

sic concept of a stochastic process as Markov process

follows in the first order Markov chain (Khanal and

(for continuous time) or Markov chain (for discrete

Hamrick, 1971):

time) (Sariahmed, 1969). Markov chain is a special state
of the model in which current state of a system is de-

Pij  P X t  j / X t 1  i  

P[ X t 1 = i, X t = j ]
P[ X t 1 = i ]

(4)

pendent upon its previous states. Two factors should be
Journal of Research in Ecology (2018) 6(1): 1462–1474
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In other words, this model states that the predic-

day after a dry day, n10 is the number of days of a dry

tion of tomorrow‟s value is performed exclusively by

day after rainy day and n11is the number of days in

the data of today and the previous day‟s data are not

which a rainy day is occurred after a rainy day. Transi-

effective on it.

tion probabilities are estimated based on relative fre-

In this study, the state space (S) at a definite day

quencies in a long statistical period by maximum likeli-

has one of the two conditions S={W,D} in which „D‟

hood method.

indicates dry day and „W‟ indicates wet day. In this re-

The matrix of transition probability consists of the

search, based on the environmental conditions of Shiraz,

following features

0.1 mm precipitation per day is considered as the thresh-



For all elements of this matrix, we have



The sum of transition probabilities from one state to

old of determining wet day compared to that of the dry
day.
The matrix of transition probability of two-state

all possible states during the next time should be

Markov chain is defined as follows (Garg and Singh,

equal to 1, here we have:

2010):
(11)
(5)



If p is the matrix of transition probability of a Markov chain, we have:

where, index 0, 1 are indicated to dry and wet days,

(12)

respectively and probability value shows four states. In

where, P indicates the n

other words, the probability of the existence of a dry

means that after n stage of process initial period, how is

day after one dry day probability of the existence of a

the probability to be placed in each of zero or one con-

wet day after a dry day , probability of the existence of a

ditions. P(0) indicates the probabilities of initial stage

wet day after a dry day , probability of the existence of a

and P(n) is the nth multiplication of matrix of transition

wet day after a wet day . The following Equations are

probability p by itself (Cox and Miller, 1977).

established (Cazacioc and Cipu, 2004):

(n)

th

transition probability, it

As shown, by the maximum likelihood method,
(6)

we can estimate the values of transition probabilities

(7)

and the results of the above matrix are as follows

(8)

(Bakhtiari et al., 2014)

(9)
To achieve the matrix of condition change probabilities,

(13)
(14)

at first the matrix of frequency count should be calculated (Selvaraj and Selvis, 2010). In this research, the twostate frequency matrix is made as follows:

(15)
(16)

(10)

Now, we evaluate this issue whether Markov
chain model is suitable for series of data of precipitation

where, indicates the number of days of a dry

or not. To do this, Chi-square test is used. Null hypothe-

day after a dry day, n01 is the number of days of a rainy
1465
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sis of this test is based on this idea that the data series

the above test is:

are independent (Hoaglin et al., 2011).
(18)
(or)
This statistics is hypothetically framed by chisquare distribution with degree of freedom 2 and based
The statistics of this test under the independence as-

on percentile point of chi-square distribution at the sig-

sumption of series of data is:

nificance level 5% is equal to 5.99, we can reject or
accept H0.
(17)

(19)

where, nij is the frequency of observations in the eleth

Transition probabilities in the second order Mar-

ment ij of frequency matrix and eij is the expected tran-

kov chain are as follows (Harrison and Waylen, 2000):

sition frequencies in transition from state „i‟ to state „j‟

Similarly, frequencies of nijk , nijkm are counted

th

corresponding with the transition probabilities for a long

(i, j=0.1)

period. Again, by using the estimation of the maximum

indicates the number of days in

likelihood, each of probabilities is estimated by the fol-

under the independence assumption for the element ij
of frequency matrix and is written as
where

which the day before the data series is in situation i

th

lowing formulas (Harrison and Waylen, 2000):

(i=0,1); n.j = n0j+n1j is the number of day in which the

(20)

series of data is regarding the current day in j th situation

(21)

(j=0,1) and n is the number of total days in this study.
The calculated X20 of Equation 17 follows the chisquare distribution with degree of freedom 1 and is

As Markov chain is a rank data, to test whether the data

compared with the number of chi-square distribution

show Markov condition or a trend is considered, it is

table at the significance level 5% (3.84) and if X20 is

better to use rank method. One of the common methods

bigger than this value, the above H0 is rejected (Zarei,

is using Spearman rank test, in this method, at first the

2004).

difference between the rank of each value and its order
As Markov chain order plays an important role

in the series di; i=1,…, n is calculated and then Spear-

in the calculation of return period of different persis-

man statistic (rs) is calculated by Equation 22 (WMO,

tence of precipitation, it is required to evaluate the order

2000).

of Markov chain for different months in the existing

(22)

data before the calculation of return period. Thus, at
first, we perform the test of comparison of first and se-

The investigation of the condition of stationary prob-

cond order as follows (Yakowitz, 1976):

ability matrix
One of the important issues in Markov chains is
to achieve a stationary chain. Stationary of chain means

(or)

that rainfall occurrence during the study period has no
considerable trend. It means that precipitation occur-

By using likelihood ratio method, the statistic of
Journal of Research in Ecology (2018) 6(1): 1462–1474
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oretically, stationary means as after a long period, the

ity in this period as P=n1/N. If it is assumed P1=P11, it is

system is under the statistical equilibrium condition and

the occurrence probability of a rainy day after a rainy

it means that transition probabilities are independent

day and d1 indicates the number of runs form a dry day

from the initial conditions of chain. Thus, if the statisti-

to a rainy day. Indeed, d1 is equal to the number of at

cal equilibrium is achieved and for two conditions of

least one day runs from one dry day to a rainy day and

dry and wet, the stationary probabilities are denoted by

d1P1indicate the number of at least two-day runs and

π0, π1, respectively. We have a homogenous system of

thus, we have d1-d1P1=d1(1-P1) is the number of exactly

equations in the matrix form of limiting Equation 12

one day runs (e.g. the number of total times in which

(Cox and Miller, 1977):

only one-day rain is occurred). Similar to this, we can

π =πP

(23)

say d1(1-P1)P1m-1, achieves the number of exactly „m‟

where, π =(π0, π1) is the vector of stationary probabili-

days runs. Easily, we can predict the day through the

ties and „p‟ is the transition probability matrix and it is

following equation (Berger and Goossens, 1983):

shown with the general form

as0≤α,

(26)

β≤1. Now, by placing matrix „P‟ in equation 23, we
achieve π0α - π1β = 0 and as π0+π1=1, thus, stationary
probabilities are as follows:

It is worth to mention that

is

the

average length of exactly one-day runs (e.g. estimation
of one-day persistence) and
(24)
(25)

is the length

of average runs of exactly m day‟s (e.g. estimation of m
day‟s persistence).
The above method is recognized as the simplest

Also, we can achieve stationary probabilities via

method to estimate persistence under the conditions in

consecutive multiplication of the initial transition proba-

which the observations have the first order Markov

bility matrix by itself as all rows of matrix are equal

chain but under the conditions in which we have second

with each other- and if we multiply it again by the initial

order or above Markov chain observations, we should

matrix, it is not changed (Cox and Miller, 1977).

use other equations. At first, we achieve probability

Precipitation persistence and its estimation

function of the duration of precipitation period and re-

Meteorology observations are not independent

turn period is calculated based on it. The function of

from the previous conditions. These conditions are in-

probability of precipitation duration (l) in the second

tended to be continued to the next periods at a time.

order Markov chain as denoted by fL(l), we achieve the

This tendency is recognized as persistence. One of the

followings (Akyuz et al., 2012).

applications of Markov chain method is the estimation

(27)

of persistence of m day‟s periods. Persistence of m days
of raining is the number of m consecutive days of rainfall as occurred but before and after m days, no precipi-

Thus, the return period of the second order Markov chain is as:

tation is occurred (Grace and Eagleson, 1966).
(28)

Persistence values
If n1, N are the number of wet days and total
days in the studied period, respectively, then the empiri-

Thus, researchers have proposed other indices to esti-

cal estimation P, means the rainfall occurrence probabil-

mate the persistence value.

1467
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If the „persistence ratio‟ is defined as the ratio of

Normally, rB is ranging zero to one acting simi-

average duration of exactly one-day runs to the average

lar to serial correlation coefficient (auto-correlation

duration of the number of rainy days and it is denoted

function). On the other h and, the persistence ratio based

by R, then (Grace and Eagleson, 1966):

on rB is as follows (Grace and Eagleson, 1966):
(32)

(29)

All calculations and analysis were done in this research
Besson (1924) applied persistence ratio to intro-

by using R statistical software (version 3.4.1).

duce its index as follows:
RESULTS

(30)

Table 1 shows the statistical characteristics of

In this formula, if P1=P, it means that there is no

daily rainfall of Shiraz city during 62 years (from the

persistence. Thus, RB is zero and if the precipitation

beginning of January 1956 to the end of December

occurrence is definite after a rainy day P 1=1, then

2016). These data were obtained from Shiraz airport

RB=+∞. It is worth to mention that if P1 is less than P,

weather station. Due to a few number of precipitation in

is negative and it showed the tendency to intermittence

June, July, August and September, these months are

in the series of observations between the occurrence and

ignored in this study. In Table 1, the number of rainy

non-occurrence of precipitation. The more power the

days, the mean daily precipitation of each month, maxi-

value of RB, the tendency to persistence in observations

mum daily precipitation occurred in each month and

is higher and if it is negative, the tendency of observa-

standard deviation and the daily precipitation changes

tion series to consecutive change of state between the

coefficient of each month are presented.

occurrence and non-occurrence of precipitation is high.

The mean of the number of annual rainfall days

Other introduced statistics to evaluate persistence are as

in Shiraz city is 305 days and total rainy days during the

follows (Brooks and Carruthers, 1953):

study is 2441 days equal to 16% of total days. Based on
(31)

the information of this Table, the highest number of wet
days is dedicated to January (496 days) and the lowest

Table 1. The statistical characteristics of daily precipitation of Shiraz (1956-2016)
S. No

Month

Number of
wet days

The mean daily
precipitation
(mm)

Maximum daily
precipitation
(mm)

The coefficient of
change of daily
precipitation

1

January

496

2.8±8.3

85

3

2

February

430

1.7±5.2

48

3

3

March

427

1.6±5

54

3.1

4

April

315

5.7±4.2

71.3

0.7

5

May

101

3.4±1.4

24.2

0.4

6

October

60

4.8±1.6

32

0.3

7

November

224

7.8±5

99

0.6

8

December

388

10.3±7.7

99

0.8
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Table 2. The two state transition probabilities and
frequencies of Shiraz (1956-2016)
Current day
previous day

Dry
11135
)0.898(
1267
)0.520(

Dry
Wet

Table 3. The expected values of two-state frequency
matrix of Shiraz (1956-2016)

Wet
1266
)0.102(
1170
)0.480(

Current day

Dry

Wet

Dry

10365

2036

Wet

2037

400

previous day

number of wet days is dedicated to October (60 days)

the consecutive days based on Spearman method is per-

The probable condition of wet and dry days

formed to evaluate the strong relationship in terms of

By assuming two states (wet and dry) of fre-

correlation between the consecutive days and the corre-

quency table, the change of precipitation condition be-

lation coefficient is 0.3. This shows the non-stationary

tween two consecutive days in Shiraz city is shown in

of data and the correlation of sequence of daily precipi-

Table 2. In Table 2, the values inside the parenthesis are

tation is significant (The probability value is almost

the two-state transition probabilities.

zero).

As shown in Table 2, the number of condition

Thus, it is supported that the matrix of transition

change from dry day to the next dry day is 11135 days,

probability between wet and dry days followed one by

the number of change of condition from wet day to dry

one of Markov chain. It means that

day is 1267 days, the number of condition change from

matrix of transition probability of two-state Markov

dry day to wet day is 1266 days and the number of con-

chain as the transition probability from one dry day to

dition change from wet day to wet day is equal to 1170

another one and is equal to P00=P(D/D)=0.898, the tran-

days.

sition probability form one wet day to dry day is equal
Now, we should investigate whether the proba-

bility values in Table 2 follow the two-state Markov

is the

to P10=P(D/W)=0.520 and we have P01=P(W/D)=0.102
and P11=P(W/W)=0.480.

chain or not and it is required to test the trend existence.

In a general view to the study period, we can say

At first, we go to one of the valid tests to evaluate Mar-

stationary probabilities of the occurrence or non-

kov nature of transition probability values, chi-square

occurrence of precipitation are 0.164, 0.836, respective-

test. The hypotheses of this test are as follows:

ly and this shows that in the long-term, we should expect that 0.16 of the days of year, precipitation is occurred in Shiraz city.

The statistics of this test is as in
which Oij is the frequency value of each cell in the frequency matrix in Table 2 and Eij is the expected value
under independence assumption in the cell as shown in
Table 3.
The test statistics based on the observed and

Table 4. The values of transition frequencies and
second order transition probabilities of Shiraz
(1956-2016)
Previous days
Two days
One day
before
before
Dry

Dry

and probability value (p-value) is less than 0.00001and

Dry

Wet

it indicates the support of a very strong Markov rela-

Wet

Dry

Wet

Wet

expected values is 2118.2 with the degree of freedom 1

tionship in the precipitation data of Shiraz city. The
correlation coefficient between precipitation values in
1469

Current day
Dry

Wet

10179
)0.904(
597
)0.471(
1079
)0.852(
669
)0.572(

1078
)0.096(
669
)0.528(
188
)0.148(
501
)0.428(
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Table 5. The test statistics of likelihood ratio
S. No

Month

Spearman rank test

Likelihood ratio test

Statistic amount

P-value

First order

Second order

January

0.18

>0.001

202.7

12.8

1

February

0.24

>0.001

145.6

11.9

2

March

0.24

>0.001

208.6

3.8

3

April

0.25

>0.001

167.7

1.5

4
5
6
7

May
October
November
December

0.42
0.47
0.38
0.24

>0.001
>0.001
>0.001
>0.001

92.8
47.5
179
195.6

2.5
8.4
6.4
4.7

Table 6. The frequency matrices, transition probabilities, stationary probabilities and persistence ratio indices
for Shiraz (1956-2016)
Stationary probability
S. No
Month
Frequency matrix
Probability matrix
matrix
1

January

0.5

0.6

2

February

0.4

0.5

3

March

0.5

0.6

4

April

0.5

0.6

5

May

0.5

0.5

6

October

0.3

0.4

7

November

0.6

0.6

8

December

0.5

0.6

Table 7. The frequency matrices, transition probabilities, stationary probabilities and persistence ratio indices
for Shiraz (2017)
S.
Frequency
Stationary probability
Month
Probability matrix
No
matrix
matrix
1

January

1.4

0.8

2

February

0.9

0.7

3

March

0.1

0.2

4

April

-0.07

-0.2

5

May

0.4

0.5
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Table 8. P-value amounts of two proportions tests
S. No

Month

Fisher
test

Normal approximation
test

1

January

0.4

0.3

2

February

1

0.8

3

March

0.1

0.08

4

April

0.8

0.5

5

May

0.08

0.06

and for exact investigation of frequency probabilities
and persistence of wet days of Shiraz city, the frequencies and transition probabilities as monthly are calculated in Table 6. As shown in this Table, the lowest occurrence probability of consecutive dry days in January and
February is about 0.83. The highest probability of occurrence of such condition is dedicated to October about
0.98 and the highest occurrence probability of consecu-

Also, the frequencies of second order of chain

tive wet days is dedicated to January about 0.51 and

transition between dry and wet days are shown in Table

lowest value is dedicated to October about 0.27. Also, in

4, and the transition probabilities of second order Mar-

Table 6, the values of stationary probabilities are based

kov chain based on Formulas 18, 19 were calculated and

on formulas 24, 25 by which the highest precipitation

the results are shown inside the Parenthesis in the cells

occurrence probability is dedicated to January (0.262).

of Table 4.

In order to validate the results in Table 6, long-

For example, the probability that the current day

term predictions were compared with real precipitation

is rainy, on the condition that the previous day is wet

data of January, February, March, April and May 2017

and two days before is dry equal to P 011=P(Xt+1=1/Xt=1,

(Table 7) by using two strong proportions tests (normal

Xt-1=0) = P(W/WD) = 0.528.

approximation and Fisher tests) in Minitab software and

This statistics is hypothetically with chi-square

the results are presented in Table 8.The results showed

distribution with degree of freedom 2 and based on per-

that the predictions were strongly confirmed. Based on

centile point of chi-square distribution at the signifi-

the results of Table 6, we can achieve the return periods

cance level 5% is equal to 9.21 and we can reject or

as 2, 3, 4, 5 days and its result based on the studied

support H0. The results of test for each month are shown

months is shown in Table 9.

separately in Table 5. According to Spearman rank test,
all months follow Markov chain and according to likeli-

DISCUSSION

hood ratio test months January, February, October and

The present study was aimed to evaluate the

November follow second order Markov chain and other

frequency and persistence of wet days in Shiraz city. To

studied months follow the first order Markov chain.

achieve this purpose, at first based on chi-square and

The values of stationary probabilities and the calcu-

Spearman tests, it was shown that two-state Markov

lation of return periods in different months

chain was a suitable method to study the precipitation

As the time distribution and precipitation value

frequency in Shiraz city. Then, by likelihood ration test,

in different months of year are different in Shiraz city

this result was achieved that the data follow the second

Table 9. The estimation of return periods of persistence of precipitation 2-5 days in different months of
Shiraz (1956-2016)

Return
period of
precipitation
(day)
1471

Month

January

February

March

April

May

October

November

December

2 days

24

23

6

7

20

210

46

7

3 days

54

58

26

40

370

840

125

30

4 days

123

149

113

225

6923

3359

337

146

5 days

282

380

501

1282

129543

13433

910

709
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order Markov chain. To evaluate the precipitation per-

number of dry days was more than that of wet days.

sistence in Shiraz city, the monthly precipitation occur-

Also, the occurrence probability of two consecutive dry

rence probability and then the return period of persis-

days was more than the number of wet days in summer.

tence 2-5 days were studied for the studied months.

Alijani et al. (2005) analyzed and predicted the precipi-

In all studies done in Iran, in order to forecast

tation of Larestan and applied first-order Markov chain

precipitation by using the Markov chain, only the first

model as a suitable model to analyze precipitation of

order of the Markov chain was used which may not be

this region. Jalali et al. (2011) studied the occurrence

in good agreement with data and resulted to incorrect

probability of rainy days in Urmia city using Markov

results. But in this study, by using accurate statistical

chain model. The results of studies showed that the

methods, the appropriate order of the Markov chain was

highest probability of occurrence of rainy days was in

diagnosed to be used.

(Spring) April.

In a research done by Mohammadi et al. (2015)
about occurrence and persistence probability of rainy

CONCLUSION

days of Shiraz city, they didn‟t check the accurate order

Precipitation occurrence probability in each day

of Markov chain and only used first-order Markov chain

was 0.164 and the probability of precipitation non-

model. For example, they estimated the retain periods of

occurrence was 0.836. According to Spearman rank test,

2-day precipitation persistence of Shiraz five days for

all months follow Markov chain and according to likeli-

January and 35 days for October. Also, they didn‟t vali-

hood ratio, test months viz, January, February, October

date their results by comparing with real data.

and November follow second order Markov chain and

Dunn (2004) in concurrent modeling of event

other studied months follow the first order Markov

sand precipitations by using Markov chain models,

chain. The results showed that the highest precipitation

Poisson distribution and Gamma distribution showed

occurrence probability in Shiraz was dedicated to Janu-

that these models presented suitable precipitation mod-

ary and February and the lowest precipitation occur-

els. Dastidar et al. (2010) applied Markov chain model

rence probability in the studied months was dedicated to

to simulate seasonal rainfall of four meteorology sta-

October. In order to validate the results, long-term pre-

tions in the Bengal of India. These researchers applied

dictions were compared with real precipitation data of

Bayesian theory to determine the order of Markov chain

January, February, March, April and May 2017 by using

model. The results showed that the third order of Mar-

two proportions tests (normal approximation and Fisher

kov chain model had the best description of precipita-

tests) and the results showed that the predictions were

tion pattern for all stations except one station. Ng and

strongly confirmed.

Panu (2010) by comparison of the traditional-random
models for daily rainfall occurrence among some inves-
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